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INTRODUCTION

The first car was invented in 1870 by Siegfried Marcus (Guarnieri, 2011). Actually it was just a wagon 
with an engine but without a steering wheel and without brakes. Instead, it was controlled by the legs 
of the driver.

Converting traditional vehicles into autonomous vehicles was not just one step. The first step was 
just 28 years after the invention of cars that is to say 1898. This step’s concept was moving a vehicle by 
a remote controller (Nikola, 1898). Since this first step and as computers have been becoming advanced 
and sophisticated, many functions of modern vehicles have been converted to be entirely automatic with 
no need of even remote controlling.

Changing gears was one of the first actions that could be done automatically without an involvement 
of the driver (Anthony, 1908), so such cars got the title of “automatic cars”; however, nowadays there 
are vehicles that can completely travel by themselves although they are not yet allowed to travel on 
public roads in most of the world. Such vehicles are called “autonomous vehicles” or “driverless cars”.

BACKGROUND

Autonomous vehicles will noticeably change the worldwide transport market. Autonomous vehicles will 
improve our quality of life and road safety. The number of traffic accidents will be significantly reduced. 
In Addition, autonomous vehicles can improve on the parking issues like the ability to park in a remote 
location in a rural fringe of the city. These vehicles will be more fuel efficient and their insurance will be 
cheaper. Also, people with disabilities can greatly benefit from this technology and military autonomous 
vehicles can prevent injuries and deaths in combat.

There are many practical obstacles and law difficulties that should be discussed. There were several 
car accidents where autonomous vehicles were involved (Wiseman & Grinberg, 2016a), (Wiseman & 
Grinberg, 2016b), (Wiseman & Grinberg, 2016c), (Wiseman & Grinberg, 2018). Until now two of these 
accidents were very tragic resulting in the death of a person.

There are several companies along with several government branches (especially military branches) 
that develop autonomous vehicles. Many of their products will be available for use in the coming years.

There is a need for more research until a car will be able to safely take us to our destination, without 
being involved in an accident and without having to drive or be there at all. Where is our car on the scale 
of autonomy and advanced safety? The international automotive organization SAE International (Soci-
ety of Automotive Engineers) has defined six different levels of autonomous driving, or independent, 
in vehicles (SAE, 2014). This scale is quite acceptable in the autonomous vehicle industry. These six 
levels are divided into two groups: The three low levels require the driver to be active at least in part. In 
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the high three levels, there may be situations where the driver is not required to drive at all. These six 
levels are listed herein below:

Level 0: No Driving Automation. The driver is in charge of all driving activities in other words a vehicle 
which is not autonomic at all.

Level 1: Driver Assistance. One autonomic system is operating in the vehicle. For example, Electronic 
Stability Control (ESC) (Lie, Tingvall, Krafft & Kullgren, 2006), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
(Van Arem, Van Driel & Visser, 2006), Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) (Page, Foret-Bruno & 
Cuny, 2005). The autonomic system acts by itself as a help for the driver. However, the autonomic 
system is not used for driving, but only helps the driver when necessary, as an emergency device.

Level 2: Partial Driving Automation. A vehicle in which two or more autonomic systems work together, 
capable of simultaneously handling two tasks. For example both steers the vehicle and operate 
the braking system. The main limitation of this level is that in any given moment, the driver must 
analyze the conditions of the road and respond accordingly. Thus, even if the car is of level 2, the 
technology still needs the driver to be aware of the circumstances and to respond immediately to 
any scenario because the autonomic system cannot prevent some of the potential accidents.

Level 3: Conditional Driving Automation. In some conditions the driver is not required to monitor 
the driving; however, there are limitations in this level; in other words the car cannot be driven 
without human intervention under any conditions. For example it can be automatically driven only 
on highways. Accordingly, when the vehicle goes, a human driver must supervisor it, because if 
emergency circumstances come about, the human driver will intervene so as to avoid any potential 
accident if the car cannot handle the circumstances.

Level 4: High Driving Automation. The vehicle will be able under certain circumstances to operate fully 
autonomously and to protect its passengers from accidents. An autonomous vehicle at this level 
does not require a human driver to be ready to respond in an emergency, but only if the defined 
circumstances are kept.

Level 5: Full Driving Automation. There is no restriction to certain circumstances, nor is there a need 
for a human driver for supervision in emergency circumstances.

MOTIVATION

Approximately 94-95 percent of road accidents are caused by human errors (NHTSA, 2015), (Freeman, 
2016). These errors are usually taken place because of smartphone use, fatigue or distraction because 
of any other reason (Kaplan, Guvensan, Yavuz & Karalurt, 2015). An autonomous vehicle will prevent 
the vast majority of them. In addition, an autonomous vehicle will always conduct itself as it has been 
programmed. Therefore, if a programming failure is detected that has not been occurred in all tests, it 
will be possible to issue an update how to correct this failure. This update will instruct all autonomous 
cars how to conduct themselves in a similar case (Koopman & Wagner, 2016). In this way, every au-
tonomous car will be trained by the experience of all autonomous cars as opposed to a human driver 
trained only by his own experience.

Autonomous cars will be of great help for people with disabilities (Bradshaw-Martin, & Easton, 
2014). For example, people with severe visual impairments can safely travel in an autonomous car. In 
addition, people with an exhausting job or drunk people will be able to travel in such a car without driv-
ing. Moreover, autonomous vehicles will release also people in good physical shape from the burden 
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of driving and will let them do other activities during their travels like work, rest or just enjoy the view 
(Litman, 2017).

Another issue is air pollution which will be moderated as well. Such smart junctions, whose traffic 
is routed on the basis of allocation of slots to pass the junction, will significantly reduce traffic jams and 
other delays (Fayazi, 2017). Such junctions are expected to have an important impact on the road system 
of each city. The travel and waiting times will be considerably shorter (Zohdy, Kamalanathsharma & 
Rakha, 2012). Fuel consumption will be decreased and the traffic will flow more freely, with less stop-
pings and accelerations, which will significantly reduce air pollution (Talebpour & Mahmassani, 2016). 
In addition, autonomous vehicles will be driven in a more conservative manner; therefore autonomous 
vehicles will consume substantially less gas and energy while travelling, compared to a traditional ve-
hicle driven by a human, because a substantial amount of gas is consumed when driving at speed that 
is too high for the vehicle, accelerating excessively or unnecessary braking. Autonomous vehicles will 
eliminate these undesirable ways of driving; meaning less gas is consumed resulting in less air pollution.

Autonomous vehicles will put an end to the bother of hectic parking systems (Wiseman, 2017a), 
(Wiseman, 2017b). Furthermore, autonomous vehicles will change the land uses in the metropolitan 
areas anywhere (Brett, 2016). Many large parking lots will be shifted into alternative uses. (Shoup, 1997) 
argues that nearly a third of the central area in major cities in the US is reserved for parking. Autonomous 
vehicles can improve on the parking problems because of several main value-added aspects:

• Unlike traditional vehicles, autonomous vehicle will be able to drop off passengers in almost any 
spot in any city and then instead of cruising for a free parking (Inci, 2015), the autonomous vehicle 
will park itself in a remote parking lot in a rural fringe of the city where low-cost land is more 
readily available (Tayade & Patil, 2016); therefore there will be no necessity, for instance, for an 
enormous parking lot near airports as opposed to the situation that exists nowadays.

• An autonomous vehicle can park itself in a tighter fitting parking slot without scrapping nearby 
vehicles (Grinberg & Wiseman, 2013), (Grinberg & Wiseman, 2007). In (Bertoncello & Wee, 
2015), it has been estimated that the size of a typical parking lot can be reduced by 15% because 
of the tighter fitting parking slots of autonomous vehicles. Therefore, autonomous cars will enable 
to build the parking lots in a more compact manner.

• An autonomous vehicle will be parked by the computer software (Filatov & Serykh, 2016); there-
fore, there will be no more occurrences of drivers parking their vehicles in an angle in a perpen-
dicular parking; nor will there be drivers parking their cars in other ways that occupy more than 
one parking slot. In addition, the parking slots will be allocated according to the vehicle size and 
as a result the parking slots will not be any longer at the size of the largest potential vehicle (Li & 
Shao, 2015).

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Traffic lights were invented at 1868 (Wang, 2016) and they have been turning out to be more sophisti-
cated and computer controlled (Fang, 2016). The new generation of traffic lights is called “intelligent 
traffic lights” and it contains digital electronic units derived from common computers (Wiseman, 2016a), 
(Wiseman, 2016b). The traffic lights are a common sight in the streets of our cities. They use up space 
in the streets, need a maintenance team and consume electricity power; however, the traffic lights will 
probably disappear. Autonomous vehicles equipped with sensors will be able to communicate with each 
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other (Wiseman, Schwan & Widener, 2005). Moreover, they will be able to maintain a safe distance 
between them with the purpose of going across junctions without using traffic lights. Similarly to the 
model of air traffic control systems, computerized junctions can route traffic on the basis of time slot 
allocation, as a result the traffic lights can be replaced by a computerized communication system (Ta-
chet, 2016). When an autonomous vehicle approaches a junction, an access request to the junction will 
automatically be sent from the autonomous vehicle to a traffic management system. This system will 
receive the request and assign it a unique time slot to pass the junction.

Likewise, Autonomous vehicles will be able to coordinate their way of driving, so they can move in 
platoon with fixed intervals (Tsugawa, Kato, & Aoki, 2011), by employing Lidar and ultrasonic range-
finders (Wiseman, 2018) with the intention of distance reduction between them, without any risk of 
collisions. These platoons will reduce traffic congestion on roads, will increase the energy efficiency of 
driving and will reduce the air pollution generated by vehicles (Fernandes & Nunes, 2012).

DIFFICULTIES AND OBSTRUCTIONS

The Luddites (Jones, 2013) were a movement of English workers in the beginning of the 19th century 
who protested, sometimes even by violence measures like destroying machines, against the changes 
brought about by the Industrial Revolution, which they saw as a threat to their livelihood. Similarly, 
Autonomous vehicles can cause mass joblessness in the automotive industry. Professional drivers like 
taxi drivers or truck drivers will not be required anymore. Likewise the Luddites, some unhappy pro-
fessional drivers attacked autonomous vehicles in California (Wong, 2018). This joblessness will also 
occur in the garage industry. When 95 percent of the vehicular accidents are eliminated, a much small 
number of garages will be required and a large amount of automobile mechanics will be fired and will 
not be able to find a new job. Significantly lower rate of vehicular accidents will also cause less damage 
to road infrastructure, bringing about some reduction in need for workers in the road maintenance sector.

Another issue that can be challenging is cyber criminalism or cyber terrorism (Petit, & Shladover, 
2015). In the future, almost all if not entirely all the vehicles will be exclusively controlled by comput-
ers. If the software is not perfect and some flaws make the software vulnerable, smart hackers might 
be capable to unlawfully interfere with the vehicle software, so they will be able to harm the vehicle or 
even worse harm the vehicle occupants. In addition, a new version of car thefts may possibly be a fleet 
of autonomous vehicles thefts.

The trouble of traffic congestion is very acute in many cities and highways (Wiseman, 2017c), (Wise-
man, 2017d), (Wiseman, 2017e). The autonomous vehicles will add many cars to the already congested 
roads, because of several reasons:

• Children are a significant portion of the world population; however, they mostly do not own a ve-
hicle; nor do they drive a vehicle. When autonomous cars are available, the children will be able to 
own a vehicle and to “drive” vehicles. It is hard to predict which portion of the children population 
will use private cars instead of the public transportation (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015), but even 
if a small percentage of the children are added to the already congested roads, it might augment 
the congestion difficulty.

• Similarly to the children, people with a disability like blindness or other severe disability that 
nowadays prevents them from driving a vehicle, will be able to use an autonomous vehicle by 
themselves. Actually, this happening was one of the first motivations for the developing of autono-
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mous cars because such a car will definitely and substantially improves on the disabled quality of 
life (Madarasz, Heiny, Cromp & Mazur, 1986); however, this improvement will add more vehicles 
on roads.

• Some people prefer to travel by public transportation because they like to relax while going to 
their destination. Some of them want to sleep, read or just not arriving in an edgy mood after 
conflicts with other drivers while driving. The autonomous vehicle will give these people the 
opportunity to have this rest with no need of public transportation. Traveling by an autonomous 
vehicle will be usually even a better relaxation because there will be no need for connections i.e. 
to change from bus to train etc. nor will there be other people in the vehicle. This will make more 
people to choose the autonomous vehicles.

• More traffic will be added because empty vehicles will go alone in their way to park. Nowadays, 
drivers make an effort to find a close parking lot, so they will not have to walk a large distance; 
however, an autonomous vehicle can go by itself to a remote parking lot.

In spite of this added traffic, autonomous vehicles will drive more efficiently, so there are more than 
a few analyses which have confidence that this efficiently way of driving can counterbalance the added 
traffic and even obtaining a better traffic flow.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The current world population is more than 7.6 billion; however it is expected to reach 10 billion in the 
year 2056 (Worldometers, 2018). In addition, the standard of living has been increasing in most of the 
world countries and it is expected that more people will be able to own a car in the coming centuries 
(Reich, 2010). The reasons mentioned in the previous section for potential excessive congestions when 
autonomous cars are available will also play a part in the even now congested roads, that is to say many 
current roads are already congested and even if a major road construction is performed and even a second 
floor is built in the most congested roads, the problem of traffic congestion will be acute. This concern 
of congested roads has already stimulated enterprises all over the world to make the first moves toward 
flying cars.

A flying car will be a private air vehicle which can travel both by air and roads. Many prototypes of 
such cars like AeroMobil (Becker, 2017), Urban Aeronautics’ XHawk (Yoeli, 2002), The Skycar (Pecora, 
Pecora & Lecce, 2011), The Xplorair (Altran France, 2013) and many more (Frost & Sullivan, 2017) 
have been built and have been tested; however, the production of these flying cars has not yet started 
for a widespread use.

The concept is a vehicle that is able to fly and to vertical take-off and land (VTOL). Such a vehicle 
will be able to go without a road and also several levels of elevation can be attained, as a result there 
will be a multiple level road without a need to pave even a single mile of road.

Autonomous flying cars will also have the ability to connect and to move in platoons, so they will 
be able to catch sight of a much larger area, so they will be much safer and more efficient (Wang, Xu, 
Leng, & Pollin, 2018, June).

The overall consequences of autonomous vehicles are still unknown and the impact on other means 
of transportation is unclear (Wiseman, 2019a). Also, the impact on transportation infrastructure is un-
decided (Wiseman, 2019b). When the autonomous vehicles penetrate the transportation market, more 
information will be available and this information will enable more profound research.
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CONCLUSION

Autonomous vehicles are self-guided vehicles that overcome obstacles without any help of a human 
driver. These vehicles are expected to go on the same road and with the same traffic signs we are currently 
familiar with. Autonomous vehicles are equipped with several apparatus that enable them to observe 
their surroundings and decide in real time what action should be taken.

Autonomous vehicles are expected to be safer than vehicle driven by human drivers. Furthermore, 
autonomous vehicles will release people from the burden of driving and will give them more time to 
rest, work or do other activities. These vehicles can be operated by children or other incapable persons. 
In addition, they will be driven in more efficient manner than an average driver. Parking concerns will 
be enormously affected by autonomous vehicles because autonomous vehicles can park themselves in 
a remote location and in a tighter fitting parking slot.

There are some concerns like many professional drivers who will lose their jobs and the potential 
congestions ensued by additional vehicles going empty or going with children; however with a proper 
preparations the shift to autonomous vehicles can be done smoothly and efficiently.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Absolute Positioning: A system that is able to locate the precise autonomous vehicle position, so 
the vehicle will be able to know where it should make its turns.

Automated Highway System (AHS): A system that is capable to drive a vehicle in a highway by 
itself in a pre-determined route. This system can significantly reduce distances currently necessitated 
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between vehicles, so as a result such systems will be able to relief many traffic congestions. Such systems 
are typically combined with adaptive cruise control and collision avoidance systems and typically used 
by autonomous vehicles level 3 or higher.

Computer Vision: Systems that are in charge of an autonomous vehicle’s ability to observe its sur-
roundings.

Far Infrared Sensors (FIRS): Sensors employed by autonomous vehicles with the purpose of ob-
taining the heat outline of pedestrians or animals, so as to avoid a collision with them. These sensors 
can work together with traditional cameras and LIDAR, so as to decide together on the safest choice.

Intelligent Driver Assistance Systems (IDAS): Devices aiming at improving vehicle safety, for 
example, blind spot monitor or traffic signs recognition.

Internet of Vehicles (IoV): Internet of vehicles is a wireless network used for information exchange 
between vehicles, infrastructure, pedestrians using the traditional Internet protocols and networks.

Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR): A laser-based radar used in autonomous vehicles. In 
nowadays autonomous vehicles, the LIDAR unit is typically located on the vehicle roof with the aim of 
enabling unimpeded 360-degree view of the autonomous vehicle surroundings.

Platooning: Multiple autonomous vehicles that communicate and change information in order to move 
and maneuver simultaneously. Commonly the vehicles go in a convoy, so as to increase road capacity.

Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I): Communication technology enabling information exchange between 
vehicles and infrastructures.

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communication: Communication technology enabling information 
exchange between vehicles.


